
PA Championship Weekend- 2019 

 Over Labor Day weekend Reade Range hosted the 2019 PA Championship Weekend. We had 

three days of great people, great weather, and great food (oh, and we shot a little bit too!) This match 

uses a unique format in which we fire Long Range on Friday, Mid Range on Saturday, and Across-the-

Course on Sunday. Sixty-three shooters fired one-, two-, or all three days, vying for one of the state 

championship titles. 

 The Long Range Championship was the hottest day of the weekend, around 80 degrees with 

beautiful, sunny skies. The wind wasn’t terribly strong, but it was finicky enough to provide a good 

challenge. At the end of the day, Allen Castle’s 598-33x gave him a solid lead over the other sling 

shooters. The competition was a lot tighter on the F-Class side. Bob Nale shot an excellent 585-18x, 

edging his way into the top spot by just a single point. We wrapped up the first day with a good meal 

provided by the range, and got our rifles and gear ready for Saturday. 

 Forty-three shooters came out for the Mid Range Championship on Saturday. We were again 

blessed with very pleasant, mostly sunny weather. F-Class competition was again very close. This time a 

597-39x gave George VanWhy a one-point lead to be named F-Class Mid Range Champion. Not to be 

outdone by the F-Class shooters, Rich Kussman also shot a 597, with 36xs, to win the sling championship 

by just one point! Another good meal after the match and the Mid Range Championship was wrapped 

up. 

 The weather report for the Sunday Service Rifle Championship got worse all weekend. By 

Saturday evening it was almost certain to rain most of the day. But thankfully, the weatherman can be 

wrong, and by Sunday morning the forecast was looking a little better. Several reports still showed a 

strong chance of rain early afternoon, so in the interest of staying dry we shortened the match from 80 

shots to 50. The weather ended up being very good all day. Forty shooters fired the match, and 

everything ran smoothly. Nate Russell fired solid, consistent scores all day, ending up with a 488-17x to 

take the 2019 Service Rifle Champion title. Three shooters fired match rifles on Sunday. Fritz 

Hempelmann won the match rifle category with a 493-21x. 

 One of the unique features that makes this match so much fun is the competition for the 

Ultimate Rifleman honor. This is an aggregate of the scores from all 3 days. We had 8 shooters stick it 

out for the entire weekend, and when everything was totaled up Allen Castle was named 2019’s 

Ultimate Rifleman. He shot a 1680-92x to hold on to the title he won last year. 

 Many shooters, including myself, consider the Championship Weekend to be one of the most 

fun matches we attend all year, and this one didn’t disappoint. Thanks to all the competitors who 

attended and everyone who helped make these matches run safely and smoothly. I already looking 

forward to next year. Hope to see you there! 


